
CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1 Implementation

Following is the program Homepage display:

Illustration 5.1: Homepage

On  the  Homepage  page  there  is  a  List  Table  that  lists  consumer

transactions, the amount of data displayed in 1 page can be set from 10, 25, 50, or

100 data.

1. function readDB($namafile) {
2. $dbBarang = [];
3. $nameList = array();
4. $f = fopen($namafile, "r");
5. $first = true;
6. while (($line = fgetcsv($f,1000,";")) !== false) {
7. if($first) {
8. $first = false;
9. continue;}
10. $wordsPerLine = getWords($line[1]);
11. $dbBarang[] = $wordsPerLine;
12. foreach($wordsPerLine as $eachWord){
13. if(!in_array($eachWord,$nameList)) {
14. array_push($nameList,$eachWord);} else {
15. $index = array_search($eachWord,

$nameList);}}}
16.

fclose($f);

In the first row there is a readDB function, this is useful for displaying CSV

data that has been imported into the program. In line 7 the if command here is

used to skip the first line in CSV because it is not needed.
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In the left pane of the Homepage there is a Dashboard menu that is the

Home of  this  program.  Whereas  in  the  right  panel  of  the  program there  is  a

textfield to enter the Support value. The input value entered must be at least 2.
1. function calculateSupport($combinationList,$dbBarang,

$minSupport) {
2. $countCombinationList = [];
3. foreach ($combinationList as $cKey => $combination) {
4. foreach ($dbBarang as $transaksi) {
5. $intersect = array_intersect($combination, 

$transaksi);
6. if(isset($intersect) && count($intersect) == 

count($combination)) {
7. if(isset($countCombinationList[$cKey])) {
8. $countCombinationList[$cKey] += 1;} else {
9. $countCombinationList[$cKey] = 1;}}}}

To calculate Support, use the calculateSupport function which contains a

list of combinations, item data, and a minimum of support that the user enters. In

line 2, it is used to store an array containing the count of each item. At line 6

intersect is used to add the same combination of items but the sequence position is

different, for example Consumers 1 buy goods A, B, C and Consumers 2 buy

items B, C, A this will be considered the same and added up.

Then underneath there is a button for Browsing the desired CSV file to be

calculated, then Upload to display CSV data in the program.

When you have input support click the Apriori Calculate button to start the

Apriori calculation.
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1. function getWords($input)
2. {$exploded_barang = explode(',',$input);
3. return $exploded_barang;}

The getWords function is used to separate per item from a transaction if a

comma (,) is found on the transaction that has been entered, and stored in an array.

After that on the panel, a new menu will appear, namely Recommendation.

This is used to find any items that can be recommended according to user input.

From iteration 1 each item from each consumer transaction has been separated per

1 item then counted how many times the item appears.

Illustration 5.2: Iteration 1
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Illustration 5.3: Iteration 2

Press the Next Iteration button to display the results of the 2nd iteration and

so on.
1. function compute($namafile,$minSupport){
2. $DB = readDB($namafile);
3. $combinationList = [];
4. $countCombinationList = [];
5. $i = 0;
6. while(true) {
7. if($i == 0) {
8. foreach ($DB['nameList'] as $key => $value) {
9. $combinationList[$i][] = [$key];}
10. $calculateSupport = 

calculateSupport($combinationList[$i],$DB['dbBarang'],
$minSupport);

11. $combinationList[$i] = $calculateSupport[1];
12. $countCombinationList[$i] = $calculateSupport[0];
13. $combinationListUnderSupport[$i] = 

$calculateSupport[3];
14. $countCombinationListUnderSupport[$i] = 

$calculateSupport[2];}
15. else {
16. $combinationListTemp = 

getMember($i+1,$combinationList[$i-1]);
17. $calculateSupport = 

calculateSupport($combinationListTemp,$DB['dbBarang'],
$minSupport);

18. if(count($calculateSupport[1]) > 0) {
19. $combinationList[$i] = $calculateSupport[1];
20. $countCombinationList[$i] = 

$calculateSupport[0];
21. $combinationListUnderSupport[$i] = 

$calculateSupport[3];
22. $countCombinationListUnderSupport[$i] = 

$calculateSupport[2];} else{
23. break;}}
24. $i++;}

The compute function is the core of this ariori calculation. All of these

calculations  are  performed  dynamically  until  the  last  iteration  is  found.  This
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function consists of data tab, combination list, and combination count. In line 5 set

i starts from 0.

In line 6 if the while status is true then run if ($ i == 0) this means that the

calculation starts from the 1st iteration because the array starts at 0. Then line 8-14

here will call readDB again where the list of transactions that have been separated

per the item was calculated the number of each of them then filtered according to

the support that has been inputted so that the iteration 1 has been formed.

After searching for each item until there is nothing left, the if status will

enter else (line 15) where here the next combination will be searched based on the

filtered iteration 1 and count the count of each combination so that iteration 2 is

formed.

After there is no combination of 2 items, the status while means false, then

it will go to line 24 where i++ so the current status i is 1, because if = 0 in line 7

the program will enter else, then a combination will be searched again. 3 items

from the previous iteration and so on until no more iterations are formed.

Illustration 5.4: Last Iteration

If there is a combination count that does not meet the support value, it will be

eliminated. There is also a Confidence value in each combination, if the number is
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greater  then  the  item /  combination  item often  appears.  Here  is  the  code  for

Confidence calculation:
1.   if ($iteration > 1) {
2.     $comb       = $combinationList[$iteration - 1];
3.     $count      = $countCombinationList[$iteration - 1];
4.     $baseComb   = $combinationList[$iteration - 2];
5.     $baseCount  = $countCombinationList[$iteration - 2];
6.     $confidence = [];
7.     foreach ($comb as $index => $combi) {
8.       $barang = array_slice($combi, 0, ($iteration - 1));
9.       $iCount[$index] = $count[$index];
10.       $iCountA = 0;
11.       foreach ($baseComb as $node => $item) {
12.         $search = array_intersect($item, $barang);
13.         if (count($search) === count($barang)) {
14.           $iCountA = $baseCount[$node];
15.           break;}}
16.       $formula = round(($iCount[$index] / $iCountA) * 100, 2);
17.       $confidence[] = $formula;}

In the first line it functions for confidence calculation. It starts from the

2nd iteration, ($iteration> 1) because iteration is an array, it starts from 0. $comb

and $count contains a combination and count in the 2nd iteration which will be

looped to iteration next.  $basecomb and $basecount  contain  combinations  and

counts of the first iterations that will be used in the calculation, while $confidence

contains the confidence values of each combination.

In line 8 array_slice is used to take the value of the first combination item

such as A, B, then the count will be taken. Then A, B, C then A, B will count the

count and so on then the count is stored at $iCountA. Line 12 is used when there

is the same combination only different placements will be considered the same

then added. After all the first items are stored in iCountA, the program stops. Then

the  calculation  is  done  in  $formula,  where  the  formula  is  as  discussed  in

CHAPTER IV:  Analysis.  Once  calculated,  the  results  will  be  stored  in  array

confidence.

There are also Recommended features as conclusions from this program,

along with the explanation:
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Illustration 5.5: Recommendation Page

Users can choose any item they want to display their recommendations,

such as here the user selects the item Kawat Loket PVC CAB 1/2 and Kawat

Loket PVC 1/4 then click Check! button it will appear in the panel to the right of

the system recommendations for the user. The recommendations are based on the

highest Confidence count.  It can be concluded here if  the user chooses Kawat

Loket PVC CAB 1/2 and Kawat Loket PVC 1/4 possibility 33.33% buy items

Pompa Sepeda Tabung.

The following code for recommendations:
1.     if (isset($hasilRekomendasi)) {
2.       usort($hasilRekomendasi,function($a,$b) {
3.         if ($a['confidence'] == $b['confidence']) {
4.           return 0;}
5.         return ($a['confidence'] > $b['confidence']) ? -1 : 1;

});}}

if isset is used if the user does not enter anything, the calculation is not

done.  If  the  user  enters  the  item,  it  will  be  checked  what  the  value  of  each
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Confidence will later be used using the usort command. Usort serves to compare

the value of confidence. If the Confidence value is the same then every items will

be displayed if different then the highest one will be taken (line 5).

5.2 Testing

The  final  conclusion  of  this  program  is  the  combination  of  items

calculated from the Confidence value where the formula is:

Confidence=P(B∣A)=
Amount of Transactioncontains A∧B

Amount of Transactioncontains A X 100%

Based on the table in iteration 1, the program has a level of 100% accuracy

where items KP Boller Besar  is the most frequently purchased item.

Table 5.1: Iteration 1

Item Combination Transaction Count

KP Boller Besar 15

Tabung JCK 13

Hak Angin Crocodile 13

Grahi Sanfek 18" 13

Mendes Soho 12

Kawat Loket PVC CAB 1/2 12

Tang Potong Keramik 11

Saringan Got CAB 11

Paku Beton 70 10

Kapasitor 8 UF 10

Whereas in the second iteration the accuracy of the combination of the two

highest items is:

- Siku Rak Putih 8x10 has an accuracy 66.67% buy Wasbag Engkol

- Ban Luar Arco has an accuracy 66.67% also buy Laker Arco.
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Table 5.2: Iteration 2

Item Combination Confidence

Siku Rak Putih 8x10, Wasbag Engkol 66.67% 

Ban Luar Arco, Laker Arco 66.67% 

KP Top Kuning, Engsel Bras HPP 3 60% 

Gembok Chrome Shengli 38, Tabung JCK  60% 

Kawat Loket PVC CAB 1/2, Kawat Loket PVC 1/4 50%

Engsel Nisio 4, Pompa Sepeda Tabung  50%

Amplas Velcro, Tang Potong Keramik 50%

Hak Angin Crocodile, Kapasitor 8 UF 46.15% 

Rell J4 Muller, Selang Dof 5/8 42.86% 

Selang Dof 5/8, Pelampung Radar 99 40% 

In the last iteration, the highest accuracy can occur in item transactions

Mendes Soho, Hak Angin Crocodile, Kapasitor 8 UF  where is the user when

buying Mendes Soho, Hak Angin Crocodile, have a 100% rate buy Kapasitor 8

UF.

Table 5.3: Iteration 3

Item Combination Confidence

Mendes Soho, Hak Angin Crocodile, Kapasitor 8 UF 100% 

Rell J4 Muller, Selang Dof 5/8, Pelampung Radar 99 66.67% 

Kawat Loket PVC CAB 1/2, Selang Benang 1", Paku Beton 70 66.67% 

Tabung JCK, Grahi Sanfek 18", Saringan Got CAB 50% 

Siku Rak Putih 8x10, Ban Luar Arco, Laker Arco 50% 

Kawat Loket PVC CAB 1/2, Kawat Loket PVC 1/4, Pompa Sepeda
Tabung

33.33% 
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